iPrep
INTERNATIONAL PREP DAY 2019!
18 MARCH 2019
(SEMESTER 1)
FOUNDATION PROGRAMME
**What is iPrep?**

iPrep is designed as an informative session to introduce new international students to life at Miri and Curtin University Malaysia before the official Orientation Week (or Welcome Week) begins on 19 February. iPrep is organised by International Division Office under the Student Services Department.

The iPep programme includes briefing on student visa, post medical check-up, banking, health insurance, sharing session, interactive games etc.

New international students will also have the opportunity to interact with senior students from different countries.
18 MARCH 2019, MONDAY
8:45 AM - 5:00 PM
COUNCIL ROOM, FIRST FLOOR, HERON 1

TIME    AGENDA
8:45 AM  ARRIVAL OF NEW STUDENTS
9:00 AM  LIGHT REFRESHMENT
9:30 AM  WELCOMING SPEECH
9:45 PM  INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
          • Visa
          • Transfer to other Campuses
          • Welfare
10:15 AM OPENING BANK ACCOUNT
          Mr Khairul Arrifin Alias (representative from Maybank)
10:30 AM INSURANCE/ MEDICAL CLAIMS
          Ms Yea Chea Teing (representative from AMMETlife)
11:00 AM Q & A SESSION
11:15 AM INTRODUCTION TO ISA
11:30 AM LIFE AS AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
12:30 PM LUNCH BREAK
2:00 PM  REGISTRATION
3:00 PM  MINI GAMES AND CAMPUS TOUR

IT'S GOING TO BE AWESOME!